SUCCESSFUL TRANSITIONS
FROM VET TO A JOB

Title: OLSO HELSFYR-MODEL
Type of resource: Program
Country: Norway
Language: English

Olso Voksenopplæring (adult education) Helsfyr has great success by educating
newcomers to pedagogues, chefs, and healthcare workers. The model combines
vocational training with trade specific language courses as well as
apprenticeship from the first year of education. The education lasts for 4 years,
and the level of internship compared to education will gradually increase. The
effort is carried out in collaboration with NAV (The Norwegian Labor and
Welfare Administration) and relevant trade organisations.

Webpage: https://helsfyr.oslovo.no/

Title: EXTENDED BASIC COURSE AT SOSU
Type of resource: Program
Country: Denmark
Language: English

In Denmark, we have a shortage of educated personal within most VET-areas,
therefor jobs are almost guaranteed. However, Danish VET-educations has
relatively high entry requirements. In a Danish context, therefor the challenge to
ensure transition to job is therefore more focused on training for admission and
ensuring the completion of the education.
The Danish healthcare educations, SOSU, have had success with an extended
basic course offering targeted Danish, cultural courses as well as social and
healthcare training. The course used to be 60-weeks, but it has now been
shortened due to political decisions. The course is now focused on training for
the entry requirements, and it means that the students must obtain a certain
level of Danish and maths.
Video: https://youtu.be/kvEyZidTd2g
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Title: UC PLUS – ADULT EDUCATION
Type of resource: Program, adult education
Country: Denmark
Language: English

UC Plus is a Danish education centre which offers Danish courses as well as
education in the transport sector. As part of an agreement with Danish bus
companies, they are offering refugees and family reunified persons on basic
integration education (IGU), a bus driver education for two years. The education
entails bus driver courses, as well as payed traineeship in the company. There
are good opportunities for transition to ordinary employment.
Webpage: https://ucplus.dk/igu-bus/
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